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• More on genomes
• Comparative
• Gene structure
• Genomic browsers



Other background from Genetics you may need

Genes «families»

Similarity in «parts» of the proteins, called «domains»:

Identity, Paralogy and Orthology

Mechanisms of evolution

evolution



Sequences of the Reference Human Genome have been since 
continuously adjourned, revised, completed, maintained

Different versions released timely by the HGP Consortium

Sequences and annotations are conserved and available from 
biological Databases

Several organizations to maintain and run public databases.
They are paid by Agencies and other public organizations 



ENSEMBL   species

NCBI  Genomes   Genomic Data

Comparative

Many other genomes sequenced completely or partially

Most of sequencing projects are publicly funded, results are 
open in databases

Many other are run by private funding and results are not 
open. They include many vegetables, bacteria, fungi. 

Public databases :

https://www.ensembl.org/info/about/species.html
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/projects/genome/guide/


Comparative:
 Human
 Yeast
 Drosophila
 Mais



Textbook G



Textbook G

Why is it called Textbook G ?
G stands for «General», since 
it concerns the entire course 



Comparative genome analyses reveal that organismal complexity scales not with gene number but
with gene regulation. Recent efforts indicate that the human genome likely contains hundreds of
thousands of enhancers, with a typical gene embedded in a milieu of tens of enhancers. Prolifera-
tion of cis-regulatory DNAs is accompanied by increased complexity and functional diversification
of transcriptional machineries recognizing distal enhancers and core promoters and by the high-
order spatial organization of genetic elements. We review progress in unraveling one of the
outstanding mysteries of modern biology: the dynamic communication of remote enhancers with
target promoters in the specification of cellular identity.

organismal complexity scales not with gene number but with gene regulation





... and what about the number of genes ?

NCBI  Genomes   Genomic Data

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/projects/genome/guide/


Gene structure

Exon-Intron structure is present in all Eukaryotes

Hower the average number of introns, as well as 
the lenght of introns and central exons, varies 
considerably

Are introns an evolutionary feature ?
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Number of exons 8.8
Exon length 170 bp  (quite narrow range, 85%<200bp)
Intron length 5420 bp (large range 20bp to 100Kb)

Range:
Intron =0     (3350 single-exon genes)
Max number of Introns = 147 (NEB gene).

Averages in Human Genome: protein coding genes



one intron in  the human neurexin gene is approx. 480,000 nt !

How exons and introns changed during evolution

Exon length in bp Intron length in bp
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H. sapiens : green
C. elegans: blue

D. melanogaster: red



Predicted ORF products mean size in completely sequenced organisms

Average a.a.  128 Da        in peptides: 110 Da

While genes vary enormously in size from bacteria to mammals, due to intronic 
prevalence, coding regions (ORF) are quite uniform, possibly due to protein 
structural constraints.
Note that the absolute number of genes does not follow organism complexity.



Summary of protein number and protein size (set 1). Comparison of the protein length attributes in species from different phylogenetic groups. 
Species were grouped as indicated in Table 1. a) Average protein size. b) Total number of proteins in genome. c) Average of the 10% percentiles. 
d) Average of the 90% percentiles. Bars indicate mean values ± standard error (SE). In panels acd the x axis indicates the number of amino acids 
(aa), whereas in panel b it gives the average number of proteins in those species. Tiessen et al. BMC Research Notes 2012 5:85 


